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Abstract

We have built an automated system to analyze x-r~y radiographs ot

laser fusion targets which greatly facilitates the detection of coating

thickness variations. Many laser fusion targets require opaque codtings

1 to 20 Pmthick which have been deposited on small glass balloons lULJto

500 urnin diameter. These coatings must be uniformly thick to 1% tor tne

targets to perform optimally. Our system is designed to detect

variations as small as 100 A in l-urn-thick coatings by converting the

optical density variations of contact x-ray radiographs into coating

thickness variations. Radiographic images are recorded in I{RPemulsiuns

and magnified by an optical microscope, imaged onto television camer~.

digitized and processed on a Data General S/230 computer with ~ code IJy

Whitman. After an initial set-up by the operator, as many ds 21)Utargets

will be automatically characterized.
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INTRODUCTION

He have built an automated system to analyze x-ray radiographs of

laser fusion targets at the Los Alamos National Laboratory which greatly

facilitates the detection of coating thickness variations in these

targets. The Microradiographic Analysis System (MIRAS - from tne Spanish

look) is sensitive to 1% variation in coating thickness for Type-1 and

Type-II defects, and, therefore, meets the requirements imposed by taryet

desiqners for these two types of defects. We have proven the accuracy

and sensitivity of this system by direct comparison with data taken witn

a flatbed microdensitometer and optical interference measurements. The

on-line processing features of MIRAS give fast turn-around time for the

analysis of the targets and the automated features of the system mean

that the operator is not required to devote his attention full-time to

the analyses.

Laser fusion targets are typically hollow glass microballoons luu to

500 urn in diameter, coated with 1- to 20-um-thick layers of variohs

plastlcs and metals. While the glass microballoons are transparent., it

is usuallmy not practical to measure the coating uniformity or the coating

thickness with optics; techniques, because the coatings dre USUdllY

opaqllc. Hnwpver, the uniformity of the microballoon wall and the

suhs~qllent coatinqs must be stringently controlled to g~arw]tee the

performance of the tdrgets. :-rdy radiography has been shown to bc

effective in detectinq target defects in opaque and transparent

contings}-g aud WP are developing thu most sensitive meihods tu 1 inti

these ti~f~ct.switn x-rays.

Cnatinq thickn~ss variations arn detcctecl by mua~uriny x-r,ly

transmlsslnn t.hrnuqh the tarq[?ts as shown In Fig. 1. X-rays incident
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from the top of the figure pass through the asytmneti-~cmicroballoon and

expose the film underneath the microballoon. However, the intensity of

the x-rays is attenuated exponentially by the amount of the material thej

pass through. Hence, the x-ray flux to the center of the balloon is not

attenuated as much as the flux near the left or right edge. When the

optical density of the radiographic image is plottea along the image

diameter, as shown at the bottom of the figure, one typically gets

cu~-shaped plots. Furthermore, because of the asyunnetry of tne

microbalioon, the cup rim is higher on the left side of the plot than it

is on the right side. This asynwnetry in the optical density plcltCdn lx

detected by a computer and quantified.

APPARATUS

MIRAS uses a television camera to digitize the radiograpliic imdge ot

a tarqet as shown in Fiq. 2. First, a contact microradiographic iluage is

made in photographic emlJlsion with an x-ray source. This image is pl~ceu

on the computer-controlled x-y stage and viewed in the microscope by a

television camera. The video signal is diqitized, this digital ddtd is

st.(rrwfin the computer, and the computer searches the digital data for

d~f~ct~ and ~]rints the results of the search. Up to 2UU images in d

sinale radiographic array will be anal,yzerlautomatically withuut furthur

assistance after the!(.)per~torhds indicated the location of ttw IIIIdyUZ

and assigned identification numbers. The computer pri’lts the

identification, microl]dlloon diameter, thickn~ss ut Lhu ~odting,

nonconcentricity (Type-I d{!fect), ellipticit.y (Tyor+Il d~!tt+cl),,lrld

vnlumps of thu lypc-111 defect-s for (+~ch immy, A muru dcldi led

rf~scription of this process ‘s in thu appmdix.

PFRFOlU4ANC~

MI!lASme~t.s the r{?quiremc,ltsuf inertial cvlllinumunL tu~iu;l t~rg~!t

rfosiqners for sensitivity tc TVPC-1 and Type-]1 dl”fccts. We hdvu

arhitriirlly divirhul the typvs of rfutnct.slypically 11.)uInlin micr-ul)dlIoutl:l

and coatinqs into tlvw t,yp(’swhich m? shown in Fig. J “I”hc“lY~L!-l

rfcfmt Is n noncnncwitrlrit,y hutweul: tho ouLt!r ,11111itmt!rsurf,u;c, ,1

T,y;le-11is nn ~llil)ticnl inwr or outer surf,]ct~,or both, dtlllly~)~’–lllit

n small locnl drt’{!cl.such as d Wilrt or iJ[Iimplum UII(’ith(!rsurt(l(.(:,ot’d
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density variation in the coating. Target designers have estimated that

Type-I or Type-II Defects smaller thtin1% in At/t will not degrade

target performance, where t is the al~eraqecoating thickness and At is

the variation about the average. ‘Jefect; of Type-111 must be smaller

than 0.1% in At/t if they cover an area of t2. MIRAS is sensitive to

1% TyDe-I defects and 2% Type-II.

The accuracy of MIRAS is proven by comp~rison with flatbed

densitometer data and optical interference m~asurements. illFig. 4 are

shown the measured nonconcentriclties in perctnt At/t for ~leven

microballoons which were analyzed with data talen with both a flat~ecl

densit~meter and with MIRAS. Ten of these microballooris are trarisparent

and were also measured with optical interferomet=ic techniques in the

<~me orientation as in the radiographic analyses. In all cases the

measurements differ by less than 4% In wiill thlckr,ess.

The on-line processing capability of I+IHAS givts us one cIay

turn-around time for the analyses. Each radiographic array requires

about 30 minutes to set up and each image in the arr~y requires 25

minutes for processing. Therefore, to characterize three views of a

five-microballoon array, about two-and-a-half hours ate required fur ~e.ctl

view, and each target will be ~ompetely characterized in less than eignt

hours, giving one day turn-around. We expecc to reduc~ the time ruuu”lruu

for each imaqp to fifteen minutes by improving th(?soft}r~re.

CONCLilSION

Th~ automated an~lysis features of MII{AS do nut requ~re d full ti[ll(!

operator. In the example just cited the operator need on’y speIId thirty

,ninutes to set up each view and has the olher six hours LC devote h

other tasks. Furthermore, arrays containing as many as 2u0 targ~tt; cm lw

sot up and left to run without further operator ~ssistancu, lik?llcu,d

thirt,y-tarq~t arr~y could be set up in thu cwning and left to bc

analyzed rvmrniqht. Such an arra,ywould requirl? only i“urty-l”ivt!Illillulus

for set.-up,

Thr Jutomatcrtcomput[?r analysls (IIx-ray radioqriqjhs ot l~~ur tu~ioll

tnrq(~ts nt.th? Los Alamus N,lt.ionnlL~hnratory gruat.ly fauillt]tus ttl:!

m(?,lsurmwnt 01’colll.in[lthickness varl~tio)l in thrsl’tflrgel:. NII{I\\ Ith!(i Lh
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the requirements of the inertial confinement fusion target designers for

sensitivity to Type-I and Type-II defects. Its accuracy is proven by

direct comparison with data taken with a flat-bed densitometer and

optical interference measurements. The on-line processing capability

gives it fast turn-around capability, and the automated analysis features

of MIRAS do not require a full time operator and free the oper~t,ur for

other tasks.
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APPENDIX

MIRAS uses a television camera to digitize the radiographic image of

a target as shown iu Fig. 2. First, a contact microradiographic image is

made in photographic emulsion with an x-ray source. This image is placed

on the computer-controlled x-y stage and viewed in the micrcs~;pe by a

television camera. The video signal is digitized, this digital data is

stored in the computer, and the computer searches the digital data for

defects and prints the results of the search. Up to 200 images in a

single radiographic array will be analyzed automatically without further

assist?lce after the operator has indicated the locaticrnof the images

and ass’gned identification numbers. The computer prints the

iderltification, microballoon diameter, thickness cf the coating,

nonconcentricity (Type-I defect), ellir)ticity (Type-II defect), and

volumes of the Tjpe-111 detects for each image.

The contact microradiographic imagt’is made with either a

rnonoenergetic(lo) or bremsstrahlung x-ray source with a geometric

unsharpness in the image of 0.02 d or less for a point on the equator of

the tarqet parallel to the film plane, where d is the diameter of tile

microballoon. The targets are placed in arrays on 4-@ll-thick mylar films

to make it easier to mave them in the x-ray laboratory, and these arr~ys

are placed directly on either Kodak High Resolution Plates, Type 2A, oi

Kodak Hiqh speed Holographic Plat?s, Type 131 02 photographic emulsions

durinq artexposure. These arrays contain up to 200 targets. To

determine the coating thickness, a penetrameter or step weugu of

approximately the same material and thickness as tne coating is pldced

next to each array during the exposure. The optical density in thu

cmter of each target image is compared to the optical densities uf the

penet.ramcter, and th~ coating thickness is cclculatecl by interpolation.

Of course, one radiographic image contains information about only onc

view of the tarqet, and to cumpletcly characterize l?ach tarqet Lhr.w

source that is puwured by d

Iiz[?the illulnin,ll.iurl
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We have evaluated three television cameras for use with MIHAS by

comcrarincrtheir performance to a Photometric Data Systems flatbed

densitometer13. The three cameras are a Fairchild MV-201,15 an Image

Technology Methods (ITM) 201/E Densitometric, 16 and a Fairchild

CCD2000.17 Both the Fairchild use a charge-coupled device (CCIJJwhich

is an array of silicon detectors mounted on single integrated circuit

chip as the light sensor while the ITM camera uses a vidicon tube. Al 1

three produce a (nearly) standard video signal.

The video siqnal is digitized into a 256x256 picture elements

(pixels) with an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter. 18 It requires

ahout 10 seconds to digitize an image, and it has a scan converter to

display imaqes in computer memory on a staildard video screen.

Diqitiz~d data is stored and processed in a Data General S/2JJ1y

minicomputer with 192K words of memory and two 10 mega-byte magnetic

disks.

The computer program is divided into two parts: (1) digitization anu

correction of the image, and (2) the computer analysis for defects. To

prepare the digitized image for defect analysis, three corrections and

two calibrations are performed. Corrections are made for dirt in the

ont.its,field flatness, and rectangularity.

Corrections for dirt in the microscope or television optics and

pixels in the video sensor which are not light sensitive are done in tne

following manner: a fla: tield with an optical density about equal to

the optical density in the center of the microballoon imges is digitized

and the average and the stacdard deviation of the distribution of the

optical densities of the Fixels are calculated. Loc~tiuns of pixels wittl

optical densities which differ by more than three or four timus the

standard dwiation from the average are put in a bad pixel tile. Wnell

anal.yzinq a microhalloon image, the digitized values cf these bad pixels

ar~ r~placmi with the average value of the nearest good pixels ~LNJVU atNJ

h~low them in a vertical scan line. We plan to replii:e this crude

cnrrwt.ion with a better scheme.

Wc perform a field fliittening c(mrcction to rcmuve vdridLiutls in lIIC

r~spnnst’ to incident light ovnr the surface ot’thu tclevisior] sl!nsur dIIIl
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light intensity variations due to the microscope optics. These can cause

a field with uniform optical density on the microscope stage to appear to

have a nonuniform optical density in the digitized computer image. For

this correction, we map the television response to three and as many as

ten flat fields that have optical denities that span the range of optical

densities found in the radiographic microballnon images. On a

pixel-by-pixel basis this response is fit to the optical density of the

fields by a quadratic equation. The three coefficients from tne

quadratic fit are stored and used to correct the diitafrom each

microballoon image. Locations of any pixels whose response cannot be fit

with a coefficient of determination (often called r2) larger than U.95

are added to the bad pixel file.

A standard video image that appears rectangular on a TV screen

appears to be a square image in the computer, and, therefore, a rounu

microhalloon image appears.to be a vertically oblong object to tne

computer. Hence, we stretch the image horizontally with a bilinear

intt?rDolation so that the computer will see a round object.

Two calibrations are performed to ensure that MIRAS gives accurate

and sen~itive results, one to convert the digital data of the video image

to optical density, and anotter to convert optical density to a known

thickness of material using the penetrameter image. Conversion of the

digital data to optical density is done in the flatfield correction,

already described, by fitting each pixel response to tiw uptical density

of a known neutral density filter. Once the optical density conversion

is known, the averaqe and the standard deviation of the opticdl densities

of the pixels in the image of each penetrametei- step are calculated.

Averaqe optical densities are used in a look-up table to convert uptic~l

density to thickness of material by linear interpolation. Stm.lml

deviations. S, are used to fit the equation

s = cDa,

where c and a are constants to be fit and IIis the average optical

densit,y. These p?ramcters are used in the analysis code 2’4’2U to

determine the significance of Type-111 defects.
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The computer code to find the coating thickness variations was

written by Whitman for a CDC 7600 computer and converted by Thomas to run

on a Data General S/230 Eclipse. On the Eclipse, the code has two

versions, one which processes images wl’ich are as large as 25tJx 256

pixels and another which can process imilgesas large as 1024 x 1024

pixels. Because of the limited memory ilithe Eclipse, the latter version

uses many more disk files than the former version, and the time needeo to

access these files causes the second version to run longer than the

former. All of the results presented here were produced using the 255 x

25fIversion which takes about 10-15 minutes to run per Image, clepcndiny

on the number of Type-III defects that are found. Both versions are

sensitive to Type-I, -II, and -111 defects. Although the sensitivity tu

Type-III defects is impressive, Whitman has shown2,4 that it is not

nearly as good as the target designers require.

Whitman demonstrated the accuracy and sensitivity of his code irl

Refs. 2,4,20. Thomas’s version is proven to be completely equivalent to

the earlier version by direct comparison. Eight computer-simulated

microhalloons were proc~ssed on both the CDC 7600 and the Eclipse. 1he

answers from the two versions agree to within 3% in coating tnicKrless.

By direct Comparisofl, MIRAS, using a television camera to digitize

radioaraohlc imaqes, has been shown to be as sensitive to Types 1 drld 11

defects as another system that uses a flatbed rnicrodensitometer. wc

expect that chanqes in the MIRAS software will produce equivalent results

for Type-IIi defects, as well as shortening the analysis time.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Coating thickness variations are detected by measuring x-ra~

transmission through the targets. The images are recorded in

photographic emulsions, and the optical densities of the

emulsions are a measure of the transmitted x-ray flux.

Therefore, coating thickness variations are detecteu as

variations in the optical density. In this example, an asyinmetric

mlcroballoon gives an unsymmetric optical density plot.

Fiq. 2 Miras uses a television camera to digitize radiographic images.

Contact microradiugraphs are placed on the computer-contwl lecl

x-y stage ‘od viewed through the microscope by a television

camera. The video images are digitized and stored in computer

memory where an analysis program calculates the sizes of defects

and prints the results.

Fiq. 3 Three tvpes of defects are found in microballoons. Type-1

defects are nonconcentricities between the inner and outer

surfaces. Type-11 is an elliptical inner or outer surface (or

both) . Type-III are warts or dimples in either surface. or

cracks or voids in the coating or density variations in the

coating.

Fiq. 4 The accuracy of MIRAS is proven by direct comparison with tl~tbed

densitometer data (hatched) and optical interteromctric measure-

ments (shaded) for eleven different microbal loons. In ~ach c?,e,

all the measurements agree to within 347 in absolute coat~llg

thickness.
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